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ABSTRACT

Arteriovenous fistula (AVF) is the endorsed method of vascular access for hemodialysis in end-stage renal disease
(ESRD). However, more than 60% of AVF fail to mature for hemodialysis. Intimal hyperplasia leads to stenosis is
the primary cause of fistula failure. Wall shear stress (WSS) is one of the important parameters that enact a crucial
role in building of intimal hyperplasia. The prime purpose of this research work is to investigate the effect of ana-
stomosis angle on WSS, pressure drop, venous outflow rate and identify the optimal angle of anastomosis of AVF,
so that it helps to standardize the surgical technique. In this research work, three-dimensional idealized geome-
tries of end-to-side type AVF for the four different angles of anastomosis are created. Numerical simulation per-
formed using incompressible, Newtonian blood to calculate the WSS, blood flow rate at the distal end of the vein
and pressure drop across the anastomosis for the three arterial inflow 350, 500 and 900 ml/min. For all three
arterial inflow, the WSS is high at 75° compared to other angles and it is less at 60°. The WSS at 45° and 90°
are moderate. The venous outflow is increasing with the increase in arterial inflow condition for all anastomosis
angles except for 45°. The outflow rate at distal venous end is highest, 344.85 ml/min at 45° for 500 ml/min arter-
ial inflow. Pressure drop high at 45° and lowest at 90°. The intensity of disturbed flow and recirculation zone was
observed at the area of anastomosis and it is high at 75°. From the results and observations, it can be concluded
that 45° angle is the best choice for the anastomosis of AVF. This finding will standardize the surgical technique
and subsequently, it will help to mature the AVF early and for a long time.
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1 Introduction

The main function of the kidney is to purify the blood by removing the toxic elements like urea, creatine,
and amino acids from it and excreted it out as urine. In end-stage renal disease, when the kidney stops
working or is working below 10%, hemodialysis is the treatment required for the patient in which the
function of the kidney is carried out by an external machine called a dialyzer. For the hemodialysis, the
blood is extracted from the human blood vessels and supplied to the dialyzer and returned to the body
after filtration. This transportation of blood requires vascular access needs to be surgically created in the
patient’s body. In this surgery, the abnormal connection of artery and vein takes place and this connection
is called an arteriovenous fistula (AVF). An arteriovenous fistula has been a widely accepted vascular
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access for hemodialysis over the last 50 years [1,2]. Now scientific community globally has accepted that
AVF is the better choice of vascular access for achieving hemodialysis process [3]. After the formation of
AVF, there is a drastic increment in the flow of blood into the venous part of AVF. In the best-case
scenario, the vein bulge up to 6 mm or more than that with the remodeling of the vessel wall. As per the
nephrologist, after an interval of six to twelve-week, the vein should get dilated and be matured enough
for the penetration of two large needles frequently in a week [4]. Arteriovenous fistula maturation failure
is a prime cause of morbidity and death rate in hemodynamic patients [5] and about 60% of the newly
formed AVF fails to mature for the hemodialysis and will not be useful further [6]. Now consider this,
there is a need to develop an approach to improve the maturation of AVF. The internal pressure of the
artery will modulate the wall thickness by its effect on wall tension and blood flow controls arterial
lumen diameter by adjusting the wall shear stress [7]. The higher range of WSS is seen in the
vasculature, especially in the region with a geometry providing turbulent flow or increased flow velocity
like at anastomosis [8]. WSS and oscillating WSS will increase the thickness of the vessels. An
increment in the wall thickness called IH (Intimal Hyperplasia) of vessels decreases the lumen space of
the vessel and further leads to stenosis. Table 1 shows the comparison of WSS values and their methods
in different studies. Numerical modeling of WSS has previously been used to study porcine AVF model
[9,10] and recently in human AVF [11,12] and taking the needful inputs from non-contrast MRI,
computed tomography scans, or three-dimensional ultrasound imaging protocols for numerical modeling.

Nikam et al. [18] conducted first pilot study of AVF placement using the novel Optiflow device on a total
of 41 subjects, concluding that the device appears to be safe and effective in the placement of AVFs, with
high maturation rates. The present study aims to investigate the high wall shear stress values in the AVF
geometry especially at the different anastomosis angles. In this study, four angles 45°, 60°, 75° and 90°
of anastomosis are used to analyze and discover the optimal angle of anastomosis for AVF. The end-to-
side connection of AVF is used for the numerical model. WSS, outflow rate, and pressure drop across the
anastomosis are studied using numerical analysis. Non-dimensional Strouhal number takes into
consideration to represent the frequency of oscillation of the disturbed flow at the anastomosis zone.

Table 1: Comparison of the maximum and average range of WSS from various literatures

Authors Methods Animal Wall shear stress (Pa)

Mabon et al. [13] In vitro Range of WSS 0.9 to 7 Pa

Irace et al. [14] In vitro Low risk 2.423 ± 0.721 and at high risk 2.044 ± 6.82

Himburg et al. [15] Experiment
and numerical

Swine Mean shear stress 5 to 9.5 Pa

Papaioannou et al.
[8]

Flow velocity
characteristics

Normal range of WSS in artery is 1 to 7 Pa and in vein 0.1 to
0.6 Pa

Ene-Iordache et al.
[3]

Numerical Range of WSS 1 to 7 Pa

Jodko et al. [16] Numerical Average 41.5 Pa

Singh et al. [17] In vitro Rabbits After 28 days WSS is 3.28 ± 0.74 Pa

Gedroyc et al. [4] Numerical Low WSS threshold 0.5 Pa and high WSS threshold 30 Pa

Jodko et al. [1] Numerical Average WSS 13 to 120 Pa (Unsteady) and 13 to 60 Pa
(steady)

Pike et al. [5] Numerical Murine On vein wall 20 Pa and inflow artery 50 Pa
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2 Methods

2.1 Idealized Geometry
In the process of surgery seen by the author’s, it is observed that, the cephalic vein end joins to the radial

artery side directly at 90° by the surgeon, placed at the wrist of the patient. The end-to-side connection is as
shown in Fig. 1. To replicate the AVF, idealized three-dimensional geometries are prepared for four different
anastomotic angles. The four geometries are undergone for numerical simulation in AVF of end-to-side
connection at different anastomotic angles. It is not possible to obtain information for each patient every
time; however, performing a Doppler or MRI or CT-scan to search for 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90° angles
of AVF is a time-consuming process. Hence, ideal geometry is used in this work. In total four geometries
were considered for the present study. Specifically, each of the four configurations of the radial artery and
a cephalic vein as shown in Fig. 2 is studied with a fixed arterial diameter DA of 4 mm and inflamed
venous diameter DV of 6 mm. This combination of diameters is fixed with each other at various angles of
anastomosis 45°, 60°, 75° and 90° for making an AVF.

2.2 Governing Equations
In the present study the blood is treated as an incompressible Newtonian fluid [4,11,13]. The blood flow

is modeled by using the incompressible continuity and Navier-Stokes equations for a constant velocity fluid,
which can be represented as seen in Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively.

r:u ¼ 0 (1)

q
@u

@t
þ qðu:rÞu ¼ �rpþ lr2u: (2)

where p, ρ, u and μ is the pressure field, density, velocity and dynamic viscosity of the human blood within
the idealized AVF geometry, respectively. Values of μ = 3.5 × 10−3 Pa s and ρ = 1060 kg/m−3 are used in
this study [13–15]. In the present study gravity is not considered. Finite volume method (FVM) was used
for solving the mass and momentum equation with the aid of a commercially out there CFD package,
ANSYS Fluent 16. SIMPLE algorithm is chosen for the pressure velocity coupling. The second-order
upwind scheme is adopted for the momentum equation discretization. The under relaxation factors are set
as 0.3 for pressure, 1 for density, 1 for body forces, 0.7 for momentum and 1 for viscosity.

2.3 Boundary Conditions
Constant flow rate condition is applied at the inlet of the artery in positive x-direction keeping the outlet

of artery and vein at a fixed pressure. In this study, the walls of all vessels are assumed to be rigid and non-
deformable [1,4,8,19]. At the vessel wall, a no-slip boundary condition is applied. Three values of blood flow

Figure 1: Creation of AVF of the radial artery side and the cephalic vein end at 90° of anastomosis
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rate are used for simulation 350, 500, and 900 ml/min as per the discussion with the nephrologist. However,
the range of the inflow rate used falls within the range used by the various literature [13,16,17,20].

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Wall Shear Stress on AVF Geometry
Literature has mentioned the average, upper, and lower bound values of WSS which can be seen in

Table 1. The higher value of WSS are obtained by using numerical study for the three different inflow
rate condition and it is shown below in Fig. 3. It is observed that in general WSS obtained for each
inflow rate condition is higher for an angle of 75° compared to other angles. It is also observed that WSS
for each inflow rate condition is lower at 60°. At angles 45° and 90° the values are almost similar for
each inflow condition. The values acquire from the numerical analysis are within the range of literature
data. The scale has been grated to shown abnormal levels of WSS, where abnormally high regions appear
at the outer side of the vein just after the anastomosis as shown with black circle in Fig. 5. The high
region is denoted as red on the contour and the low region is denoted by solid dark blue as shown in
Fig. 4 for each case. High WSS sometimes injured the walls of the vessels [21,22]. The endothelial cells
discharge provocative arbiters that permit the accumulation of platelets, fibrin testimony, and enlistment
of leukocytes to the injured area [23,24]. These cells’ growth decreases the lumen space of the vessel and
promotes the blood flow through the intima. This thickening of the vessel wall resulting in the formation
of neo-intimal Hyperplasia (IH). Uniform and high WSS should give the least intimal hyperplasia [25].
Intimal hyperplasia further leads to stenosis which is the prime cause of the AVF failure. Also, some

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the idealized geometries of AVF at angles of 45°, 60°, 75° and 90°
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studies concluded that and support the hypothesis that the low wall shear stress is prone to develop intimal
hyperplasia [26].

Figure 3: Bar chart showing the value of maximum WSS within the AVF geometry at a different angle of
anastomosis for (4 + 6) combination

Figure 4: Snapshots of the WSS appears at angle 45°, 60°, 75° and 90°
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3.2 Venous Outflow Rate of Blood for the Hemodialysis
The application of a numerical model is capable for evaluating hemodynamic impact of anastomosis

angle on the outflow rate of AVF. The outflow rate in ml/min is calculated at the face of a distal vein and
intends to generate a reference plot that provides the values of the outflow rate for each input condition as
depicted in Fig. 6. For the average value of inflow rate of 500 ml/min in hemodialysis, the angle of 45°
gives the highest outflow rate of 344.85 ml/min at the distal vein. At other inflow rate conditions
(350 and 900 ml/min) there is not much increment in the flow rate. For 500 and 350 ml/min, the
maximum outflow rate showing at 45°. For all inlet conditions, the outflow rate at the distal vein is less
at 75° than the other angles. The venous outflow is increasing with the increase in arterial inflow
condition at all anastomosis angles except 45°, for 45° the outflow rate at distal end of vein is higher for
500 ml/min inflow compare to other inflow rates.

Figure 5: Outer side of the anastomosis showing the higher WSS area

Figure 6: Outflow rate (ml/min) at outlet of vein for inflow 350, 500 and 900 ml/min
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After the AVF creation, the blood flows at a high speed in the vein and the vein gets dilated. However,
blood flow is disturbed and flow separation occurs just downstream of the anastomosis in the vein. The
separation and the recirculation zone that occurs in the venous side of the AVF just downstream of the
anastomosis can be represented by the streamlines and it is shown in Fig. 7. From the streamline
behavior, it can be observed that the intensity of disturbed flow is high at 75° angle of anastomosis and it
is less at 90°. The frequency of the disturbed flow can be represented in the form of the non-dimensional
term called Strouhal number.

3.3 Strouhal Number
The above-described simulation is in the form of dimensional form, also sometimes it is good practice to

identify the non-dimensional quantities related to the simulation. The Strouhal number is the non-
dimensional number describing the oscillation flow mechanism. The Strouhal number is often given as
seen in Eq. (3)

St ¼ xL
U

(3)

where ω is the frequency of oscillation, L is the characteristic length and U is the flow velocity. The Strouhal
number in the various AVF geometry is showing in Fig. 8.

By observing the above graph one can easily make the hypothesis that the oscillation at the angle of 75° is
much higher than the other angles of the anastomosis. The lowest oscillation was observed at an angle of 90°.

3.4 Pressure Drop
Pressure drop is the loss in the AVF geometry vessels because of the frictional resistance in this case the

wall shear stress. By knowing the pressure drop across the anastomosis of AVF geometry, one can guess how
much pressure is needed to get the optimum blood flow rate required for the hemodialysis. The typical
pressure drop across the AVF geometry for the various angle of the anastomosis is shown in Fig. 9. The
higher the pressure drop of the system the higher will be the blood flowing through the AVF. In the
figure, it is seen that the pressure drop across the anastomosis is high at 45°.

Figure 7: Streamline pattern showing the recirculation of blood flow through the AVF geometry at
anastomosis angle of 45°, 60°, 75° and 90° for the inflow rate of 900 ml/min
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Figure 8: Strouhal number (St) at a different angle of anastomosis for the inflow rate of 900 ml/min

Figure 9: (Continued)
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4 Discussion and Conclusion

Simulation of the blood flow is undergone in AVF geometries at different angles of anastomosis. The
objective of this research work was to identify at what angle of anastomosis the blood flow rate in the
distal vein of AVF is maximum and WSS is minimum, with a focus on how the angle of anastomosis
affects the blood flow and leads to intimal hyperplasia. At the time of surgery, the surgeon joins the end
of the vein to the side of the artery at 90° as shown in Fig. 1. But, it is observed that (a) It is observed
that, for all inflow rates the highest WSS appears at 75° and lowest at 60°. At 45° and 90° the WSS are
moderate for all inflow rates, however when compare between the two, 45° has low WSS values. As a
result, the 45° angle is the best anastomosis angle because it provides moderately high WSS, which is
beneficial for vein inflammation. (b) Now, considering the Strouhal number in the Fig. 8, it is seen that
high Strouhal number obtained at 75° and 60°, while it is low at 90°. The Strouhal number is at its
moderate value for angle 45°. (c) In the hemodialysis process blood is extracted from the mature AVF,
that is from bulged vein. From Fig. 6, the maximum venous outflow rate 344.85 ml/min is seen at 45° for
inflow rate of 500 ml/min, except this, the venous outflow rate is increases as the inflow rate is increased.

Figure 9: The behavior of pressure within the AVF geometries and pressure drop across the anastomosis
area at 900 ml/min
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(d) The pressure drop across the anastomosis of the AVF is higher at an angle of 45° compared to 60°,
75°, and 90°.

So one can say that comparing between two angles, i.e., 45° and 60°, the WSS is greater in 45° than the
60° and the Strouhal number is greater in 60° than the 45°. The outflow rate at the vein outlet is much higher
in 45° than the 60°. However for the maturation of AVF, initially quite high WSS is required for the
inflammation of the vein. From the above discussion, it can be concluded that 45° angle is the best
choice for the anastomosis of AVF.

Disclaimer about ethical issues: This research work is based purely on the numerical study of effect of
various angle of anastomosis on AVF and its flow pattern including pressure and shear stress distribution. No
clinical trials or case studies are involved. Thus no ethical approval has been sought for this study.
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